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The Pharmaceutical sector is considered as one of the most 
demanding sectors in the industrial field. Machine designers 
and builders must consider and respect many rules and stan-
dards and should mandatorily apply the cGMP (current Good 
Manufacturing Practices). These rules and guidelines beco-
me more restricted when the machine is handling aseptic 
medicine, such as Ophthalmic Drops.
As a leader in the MENA area for pharmaceutical machines 
and production lines, AFAQ puts a lot of effort in comparing 
and selecting state-of-art systems to be used in its Ophthal-
mic Drop Filling and Closing Machine (DropFill-SC) series. 
The use of LinMot products and systems helped AFAQ provide 
to its customers many advanced functionalities which allow 
their machines to strictly respect the international rules and 
guidelines such as FDA, EMA and cGMP.

LinMot Systems in AFAQ 
Pharmaceutical machines
Pharmaceutical machines and production lines of 
AFAQ with precise linear rotary motors from LinMot

First of all, the gentle motion of packa-
ging material is an important point to 
guaranteeing a stable, reliable filling, 
and closing. With this we used the 
driver E1450 series with a third-party 
provider of rotary servo motor, where, 
with the help of advanced parametriz-
ation available in the Linmot-Talk soft-
ware, we could work on the edge of low 
jerk motion profile. This allow AFAQ to 
provide a stable liquid into the cont-
ainer without any compromise for the 
motion speed, hence to the machine 
productivity.
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The same challenge should be con-
sidered when we design the pick and 
place robot arm for the stopper and 
cap insertion. The smooth and fast 
motion, side-by-side with the easy mo-
tion profile building and optimization 
with only a few teach-in steps, sup-
ported our customers to reach a high 
performance quickly and effectively 
even with other size of containers. The 
change from one container size to ano-
ther, was easy and reliable. The PR01 
linear/rotary servomotor and C1150 
driver family gives AFAQ the flexibility 
to build this robot arm with few me-
chanical components (no power trans-
mission, belt and pulley are needed), 
and with low maintenance needs

Gentle movements are essential

LinMot LInear Rotary Motor PR01-52x60-R-37x120F-
HP-C-10 (Foto: LinMot)

LinMot Servo Drive 
C 1 1 0 0 - E C-X C- 0 S 
(Foto: LinMot)

Pick-and-Place-Robot arm for placing inserts 
and caps (Foto: AFAQ)
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Finally, with the new challenge of cont-
ainers closing, a tight torque should be 
reached precisely to prevent the conta-
mination of the drop and solution into 
the container. The Linear/Rotary servo-
motor combination from LinMot PR02 
and the C1250 driver family, could give 
us the needed flexibility and accurate 
torque control in accordance to the 
torque setpoint provided by the opera-
tor through the 10” HMI. The PR02 se-
ries of Linear/Rotary servo motors pro-
vides us the desired rotary and linear 
motion – needed in tighten heads- into 
a very small package and integrated 
with a torque sensor (and force sen-
sors as an option). All these wonderful 
components were the key factors in 
the success of AFAQ DropFill-SC series.

Precise closing

All the above complicated functions and 
systems are controlled and managed 
through ProfiNet fieldbus to provide a 
central control system, also, it helps us 
to provide our customers a high-level 
monitoring and diagnostic system that 
gives the profound details about the he-
alth of the systems and machine.

Comprehensive system control 

Tighten Head with  PR02 LinMot Linear 
Rotary Motor (Foto: AFAQ)

LinMot Servo Drive 
Series C1200 
 (Foto: LinMot)

LinMot PR02 Linear Rotary Motor (Foto: LinMot)
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LinMot Europe LinMot USA
All linear motion from a single source

As a leader in the field of machine 
building AFAQ has the higher com-
mitment to its customers. Thus, gre-

LinMot expands the technical horizon

at effort is provided to choose a relia-
ble partner like LinMot that allows us 
to integrate their high-level systems 

to our machines, which constitutes a 
sure guaranty of the customer’s sa-
tisfaction and success.


